Abstract-Wireless wide area networks (WWANs) and wireless local area networks (WLANs) have complementary characteristics which make them suitable to jointly offer an ubiquitous wireless solution. In cellular/WLAN interworking, the quality of service (QoS) requirements for different services (e.g., voice and real-time video) can be guaranteed by using connection admission control. In this paper, we propose the use of virtual partitioning (VP) [5] resource sharing scheme to facilitate admission control in a multi-service integrated cellular/WLAN system. VP preallocates a nominal capacity for each service based on the expected traffic and the required blocking probabilities. We first determine the policy functions corresponding to VP for new and handoff connection requests. Then, three different nominal capacities for VP are compared with the cutoff priority policy. Numerical results show that lower blocking and dropping probabilities can be achieved by VP in a wide range of conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is envisioned that wireless wide area networks (WWANs), such as third generation (3G) wireless cellular systems, can be integrated with wireless local area networks (WLANs) to offer ubiquitous Internet access and IP multimedia services to mobile users. Various interworking architectures have been proposed to integrate both networks [1] . The IEEE has set up the 802.21 working group to standardize inter-operability between 802 and non-802 networks (e.g., 3G cellular) [2] . The cellular standardization bodies such as the 3G Partnership Project (3GPP) and 3GPP2 are extending the packet data and IP multimedia services to the WLAN environment [3] , [4] .
In an integrated cellular/WLAN system, WLANs are deployed in densely populated areas to provide local coverage, while cellular networks are used to provide wide area coverage. Users carrying mobile devices equipped with dual interfaces can establish connections with different access networks. As they move within the coverage areas, they are able to switch connections among networks. This process is called handoff or handover. It is called horizontal if it is between two networks which use the same access technology (e.g., between two WLANs, or between two neighboring cells in a cellular network). On the other hand, it is called vertical if it is between two networks which use different access technologies (e.g., from a cell to a WLAN, or vice versa).
Connection admission control can guarantee the quality of service (QoS) of different IP multimedia applications (e.g., voice, real-time video) by limiting the number of connections admitted into a network. An admission control policy can either accept the connection request and allocate the resources accordingly, or reject (i.e., block/drop) the connection request. Usually, higher priority is given to the requests from the handoff users, as opposed to the requests from the new users.
Virtual Partitioning (VP) was proposed in [5] for robust resource sharing in multi-service wired networks. VP allows the sharing of network resources among several traffic classes in an efficient, fair, and robust manner. It works under the idea of pre-allocating a nominal capacity for each service based on the expected traffic and required QoS in terms of blocking probabilities. In [6] , VP was used for admission control in wireless cellular networks. Several models with preemption are evaluated in terms of new and handoff blocking probabilities, systems utilization, and packet loss probability.
We now describe some of the related work on admission control and resource management in cellular/WLAN interworking aiming to differentiate service requirements. In [7] , the WLAN-first admission control scheme is proposed where both voice and data connection requests within the overlapped coverage area are sent to the WLAN. In [8] , a randomized guard channel admission control policy is used in which a random number of channels is reserved for voice handoffs. Recently, in [9] , service-based handoff schemes in which connection requests from vertical handoff users can be placed into a queue are investigated. In [10] , a multi-service common radio resource management scheme is presented. It proposed a network selection algorithm for connection requests from the new users, and a handoff algorithm for requests from the handoff users. In [11] , joint radio resource management and spectrum auction algorithms combining technical and economic aspects are used to improve the usage of the networks' radio resources. In [12] , we proposed a multiservice cellular/WLAN interworking model and investigated the combinations of two admission control polices. By using policy functions, we extended the cutoff priority (CP) from [13] , and the fractional guard channel (FG) from [14] as admission control policies in an integrated system. The policy functions are defined based on the service type (e.g., voice, data), the type of connection request (i.e., new or handoff), and the admission control policy being used.
In this paper, we propose the use of VP for connection admission control in cellular/WLAN interworking. We implement VP following the concept of policy functions proposed in [12] . The contributions of our work are as follows:
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• VP is extended for connection admission control in the integrated cellular/WLAN system, and its corresponding policy functions are determined.
• The performance of the system is evaluated by using VP with three different nominal allocations, and compared with the CP admission policy. Results show that VP can provide lower blocking and dropping probabilities in a wide range of conditions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The model for the integrated cellular/WLAN system is summarized in Section II. Policy functions for VP are formulated in Section III. Numerical results are presented in Section IV. Conclusions and future work are given in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK
We use the integrated cellular/WLAN system proposed in [12] . For the sake of clarity and completeness, we introduce the notations and summarize the relevant parts in this section.
Let M c denote the set of cells of a cellular network, and W i evolves according to an independent multidimensional birth-death process [15] .
A birth event happens when a connection request from a handoff or a new user is accepted. A death event happens when a user terminates its connection or leaves a cell or a WLAN. The multi-dimensional birth-death process has |S| dimensions, where | · | denotes the set's cardinality. The s th dimension models the channel occupancy evolvement due to the changes in the number of connections of service s.
Let define m 
where β denote the probability of blocking and dropping a connection requests for service s in WLAN k for new and handoff users, respectively. We have,
where β By using policy functions, in [12] , we extended two admission control policies: CP from [13] and FG from [14] . Admission control policy CP reserves a fixed number of channels exclusively for connection requests from handoff users. Then, for CP policy a connection request from a new user of service s in cell i is accepted if s∈S m In this paper, we extend VP for admission control in cellular/WLAN interworking using policy functions. The idea of VP, as introduced in [5] , is that if a service is using less than its nominal allocation, it is considered to be underloaded. On the other hand, if a service is using more than its nominal allocation, it is considered to be overloaded. Connection requests from underloaded services should receive higher priority while connection requests from overloaded services should receive lower priority. The priority can be assigned following the CP admission control policy described in Section II. CP operates by using fixed values for the number of channels reserved for handoff requests, while VP adapts the number of channels reserved for handoff requests based on the expected nominal capacity (i.e., allocation) for each service.
B. Policy Functions for VP
VP changes the admission control parameters from CP (i.e., T 
and 
where T H can be considered. In the present work, we follow the form proposed in [5] based on the CP policy.
Similarly, for WLAN k, following the notation for policy functions we have: 
C. Optimal Admission Control
To adjust the parameters of the policy functions T H 
where α denote the cost of dropping a connection request for service s from a handoff user in cell i and WLAN k, respectively. To ensure that higher priority is considered for accepting connection requests from handoff users rather than new users, it is reasonable to set α This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the WCNC 2008 proceedings. Type I  5  26  15  44  Type II  15  15  27  27  Type III  26  5 [17] ). For simplicity, we assume that connection requests from horizontal and vertical handoff users are equally important. We will investigate handoff differentiation in another submission.
We compare VP with three different settings for the nominal allocation, and CP policy [13] . The numerical values for the nominal allocation in cell i for all i ∈ M c and WLAN k for all k ∈ W c i are shown in Table I . We select the values to show different performance of VP (i.e., different operation point). In nominal allocation type I, the allocation for service 2 is larger than for service 1, while in type III, the nominal allocation for service 1 is larger than for service 2. On the other hand, in nominal allocation type II, the allocation is the same amount in BBUs for both services, and set on half of the capacity of each network. Although the allocation is the same in BBUs, service 2 requires twice the resources for each connection.
For the admission control parameters, the blocking/dropping cost minimization problem (12) is solved by using an exhaustive search algorithm. For a larger problem, other more efficient meta-heuristic algorithms can be used [18] . Fig. 1 shows the minimum blocking/dropping cost values. Note that although the 3 nominal allocations for VP are close, VP type I achieves the lowest cost. VP type I is the nominal allocation with the largest C Since more traffic is generated in the WLANs, we assume that σ = 4. Fig. 2(a) shows that in cell 1 for service 1, as the number of connection requests increase the lowest blocking probabilities are archived by VP type III. Note that when λ 2 < 0.5, CP policy is slightly better, but as the number of connection requests increase VP adapts and outperforms CP. As service 2 overloads, less priority is given to its connection requests and hence protecting connection requests from service 1. On the other hand, Fig. 2(b) shows that for service 2 in cell 1 the lowest blocking probabilities are achieved by VP type I. As mentioned before, type I is the nominal allocation with the largest C c 2 , hence considering service 2 underloaded and with high priority. In fact, a large C c 1 is the reason that VP type III achieves lower blocking probabilities for service 1 in Fig.  2(a) . By giving service 2 in cell 1 high priority, its blocking probabilities decrease and hence the cost of blocking decrease as well, which is a dominant (i.e., large) term in the objective function of problem (12) as shown in Fig. 1 . Additionally, Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show that the worst nominal allocation for service 1 is VP type I, and for service 2 are VP types II and III, respectively. In both cases, it is because most of the time the services are considered overloaded (i.e., smaller C 
A. New Connection Blocking Probabilities

B. Handoff Connection Dropping Probabilities
Fig . 3 shows the probabilities of dropping connection requests from handoff users for both services in cell 1 and WLAN 4. The arrival rate of connection requests from service 1 is 0.5, while the arrival rate of service 2 is increased from 0.3 to 1 new connections per minute. In Fig. 3(a) , the lowest dropping probabilities for service 1 in cell 1 are achieved for VP type I. It is the nominal allocation that gives less priority to connections requests from the new users and hence favoring the requests from the handoff users. For service 2, Fig. 3(b) shows in cell 1 a similar behavior as service 1, the 3 allocation types of VP achieve the lowest dropping probabilities, being the best VP types II and III. Finally, Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show that in WLAN 4, for both services, the three types of nominal allocation for VP perform better than CP policy.
Although VP outperforms CP policy in a wide range of conditions due to its different assignment of priority based on the state of the service (i.e., overload/underload), the performance of VP for connection admission control is highly dependent on the nominal allocations (i.e., C 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we extended the virtual partitioning resource sharing scheme to improve connection admission control in cellular/WLAN interworking. Virtual partitioning is extended by using the concept of policy functions. The benefit of using virtual partitioning for admission control is evaluated by numerical results, and its performance is compared with the cutoff priority policy. It is shown that lower blocking and dropping probabilities for connection requests can be achieved by virtual partitioning in a wide range of conditions. For future work, we plan to consider other admission control policies and to include other types of wireless networks (e.g., WiMAX). 
